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OWN: OPRAH WINFREY NETWORK  

REVISED FEBRUARY 2011 HIGHLIGHTS 
 
Visit press.discovery.com/us/own for select episodic photography and screeners.  
 
NEW SERIES  
 
“Searching For…”  
Series Premiere - Monday, February 14 at 9:00 p.m. ET/PT (60 minutes) 
 
"Searching For…" is a docu-series following the real-life work of Pam Slaton, a professional 
investigative genealogist, stay-at-home mom and New Jersey housewife. Viewers are in for 
an intensely personal and emotional ride as cameras follow Pam and her clients through the 
step-by-step journey of "Searching For" a lost loved one.  Each searcher's story is vastly 
different and the outcomes are highly unpredictable and emotionally charged.  Whether 
Pam's clients experience a joyous reunion, painful rejection, or tragic loss, they are all 
guaranteed to walk away with the closure they were desperately seeking. 
 
Monday, February 14 (9 – 10 p.m. ET/PT) – Premiere Episode: Candice & Seth 
Pam Slaton carefully navigates two of her clients through family secrets, confessions and 
deceptions.  Candice is searching for her birth mother without her family’s blessing.  Seth is 
hoping to connect with the brother he did not know he had. 
 
Monday, February 21 (9 – 10 p.m. ET/PT) – Episode: Martie & Efram 
Martie is searching for the daughter she placed for adoption over 40 years ago, and Efram is 
desperate to find his father whom he has not spoken to in nearly 30 years. Can genealogist 
Pam Slaton help create the reunion they’re dreaming of? 
 
Monday, February 28 (9 – 10 p.m. ET/PT) – Episode: Mary & David 
Mary’s dream of being reunited with her birth mother ends with a surprising twist of fate.  
David has nearly given up hope of finding his birth mother after an unsuccessful 25-year 
search, but what Pam Slaton uncovers will leave him speechless. 
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“Breaking Down The Bars”  
Series Premiere - Tuesday, February 15 at 9:00 p.m. ET/PT (60 minutes) 
 
“Breaking Down the Bars” is a seven-episode docu-reality series that follows the dramatic 
transformation of a group of female prisoners during their time at the Rockville Correctional 
Facility in Indiana.  With the help of therapist Dr. Stephanie Covington, the series documents 
the heart-wrenching journeys of these women as they take the steps needed to reach their 
personal goals. This program also reveals the stories of the families of these women as they 
wrestle with the reevaluation of their lives due to the incarceration of a loved one. 
 
Tuesday, February 15 (9 – 10 p.m. ET/PT) – Premiere Episode: You’re Not Here to Make 
Friends 
In the first episode, we are introduced to a group of female inmates and therapist Dr. 
Stephanie Covington.  Abbie checks into her first day of a 15-year sentence, Hannah begins 
to confront her demons during an emotional visit with her parents and Larretha, a former all-
star basketball player, refuses to play by the rules and lands in solitary confinement. 
 
Tuesday, February 22 (9 – 10 p.m. ET/PT) – Episode: The Recovery Process 
During a mediated session by Dr. Stephanie Covington, Hannah reveals to her parents that 
her boyfriend enabled her heroin addiction; Amanda longs to rebuild her relationship with her 
mom and Tiffany has a late night run-in with correctional officer that threatens her hopes of 
early release to return to her cancer-stricken mother. 
 
“Our America with Lisa Ling”  
Series Premiere - Tuesday, February 15 at 10:00 p.m. ET/PT (60 minutes) 
 
From religious movements to sex offenders to drug addiction and online brides, “Our 
America with Lisa Ling” takes viewers along for an in-depth look at some of the most 
controversial and thought-provoking issues in the United States today.  In each episode, Lisa 
immerses herself into the lives of the people she meets, offering compelling accounts of 
varied experiences and providing insight into some of our nation’s most contentious issues. 
In sharing these stories, Lisa challenges viewers to understand different perspectives and 
even question what they themselves have always known to be true in Our America. 
 
Tuesday, February 15 (10 – 11 p.m. ET/PT) – Premiere Episode: Faith Healers 
Lisa Ling journeys inside a massive faith healing revival to discover the people who believe 
in miracles and the people who promise them.  As more Americans than ever turn to 
supernatural cures, Lisa is challenged by what she thought she knew about faith. 
 
Tuesday, February 22 (10 – 11 p.m. ET/PT) – Episode: Transgender Lives 
It’s one of society’s most basic ways of identifying ourselves: man or woman, male or female.  
But for hundreds of thousands of people across America, those distinctions aren’t so clear.  
Sometimes, what a person appears to be on the outside, may not match who they feel they 
are on the inside. They are transgender.  Now, Lisa Ling explores the very private worlds of 
five different transgender people across America, from first realizing that their gender doesn’t 
conform to the body they were born in, to finally becoming the man or woman they know they 
were meant to be. Each of the people Lisa meets is on a similar journey of transformation: to 
express who they truly are and to finally feel comfortable in the world – something we all 
strive for. 
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CONTINUING SERIES (New Episodes) 
 
“Enough Already! with Peter Walsh”  
Mondays  (8-9 p.m. ET/PT) 
 
In each episode, acclaimed organization and clutter expert Peter Walsh helps a family get rid 
of the overwhelming clutter that is taking over their home and impeding them from living the 
life they want.  In just days, Peter will help each family understand the underlying reasons 
why clutter has crept into their lives and teach them how to relinquish their emotional 
attachment to the things surrounding them so they can move forward clutter-free.  
 
Monday, February 7 (8-9 p.m. ET/PT) – Episode: No Room For Intimacy 
Clutter is driving a wedge between Laurie and Tim Kelly, parents of three.  Peter steps in to 
help this family get rid of the clutter and rebuild their relationship. 
 
Monday, February 21 (8-9 p.m. ET/PT) – Episode: A Charity Case 
Barbara's family comes second to her 2,000 pounds of quilting clutter.  With Peter's help she 
must learn to set limits and prove to her family that they come first. 
 
“The Gayle King Show“ 
Monday through Friday at 10:00 a.m. ET/PT (60 minutes) 
 
Start your day off right with O, The Oprah Magazine Editor-at-Large Gayle King as her hit 
radio show "The Gayle King Show" comes to television, live Monday through Friday on 
OWN.  Each and every morning, Gayle's unique perspective, enthusiasm, insight, and 
respect to anything and everything with her own unfiltered opinions on newsmakers, 
celebrities, hot topics and pop culture, all while bringing viewers closer to their favorite 
celebrities and notable public figures with her revealing and compelling interviews. 
 
Upcoming Guests:  
2/2   – Brooke Shields  
2/3   – Cheryl Hines (“Curb Your Enthusiasm”) 
2/4   – Cristina Ferrare (“Cristina Ferrare’s Big Bowl of Love” on OWN) 
2/7   – Nancy Pelosi (Democratic Minority Leader) 
2/8   – Russell Simmons (musician, producer and author of “Super Rich: A Guide to Having 
         it All”) 
2/9   – Justin Bieber  
2/10 – Laurie David (“The Family Dinner”) 
2/11 – Bill Paxton (“Big Love”) 
2/11 – Lisa Kudrow (“Who Do You Think You Are?”) 
2/14 – Brad Rutter (most successful “Jeopardy” contestant ever) 
2/15 – Lisa Ling (“Our America with Lisa Ling” on OWN) 
2/16 – James Earl Jones (“Driving Miss Daisy” on Broadway) 
2/24 – Brian Williams (Host of “NBC Nightly News”) 
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“In the Bedroom with Dr. Laura Berman” 
Mondays (10-11 p.m. ET/PT) 
 
Dr. Laura Berman wants you to have great sex.  A relationship expert, sex therapist, New 
York Times bestselling author and Sirius XM radio show host, Dr. Berman makes house calls 
to help troubled couples uncover what's really going on between the sheets.  No issue is off 
limits with Dr. Berman, and she isn’t afraid to talk specifics.  This series will surprise viewers 
with questions that prove how normal it is to need help... IN THE BEDROOM. 
 
Monday, February 14 (10-11 p.m. ET/PT) – Episode: Sex, Kissing and Control  
Shayna and Dan had a sexually charged relationship until their daughter was born, and 
Shayna developed an aversion to kissing.  As Shayna became more and more 
uncomfortable with physical affection she also lost her sexual desire.  Dan was frustrated 
with his wife and resorted to bartering household services like shoveling the driveway in 
order to have sex with his wife.  Dr. Berman hopes to help them overcome their problems 
with a climbing wall challenge and a sensory therapy exercise. 
 
Monday, February 28 (10-11 p.m. ET/PT) – Episode:  Sex & the Madonna/Whore 
Complex  
Sara and Corey's relationship began as a hot and heavy office affair, but once they got 
married and started having children together, everything changed -- leaving Corey suddenly 
un-attracted to his wife and Sara fearing the worst - cheating and divorce. 
 
“Miracle Detectives”  
Wednesdays (10-11 p.m. ET/PT) 
 
Do miracles really exist?  Or is there a logical explanation to the seemingly inexplicable?  
Two investigators---one a believer, the other a scientist---travel the globe to uncover answers 
to mysterious incidents that transcend logic in "Miracle Detectives," a new one-hour 
documentary series for OWN; Oprah Winfrey Network.  Randall Sullivan is an author and 
journalist who, while travelling as a war correspondent in Bosnia, saw an inexplicable vision 
during a violent thunder and lightning storm.  It changed his life, and he is convinced it was a 
miracle.  Now he travels the globe investigating other miracles, along with Dr. Indre 
Viskontas, a gifted scientist with a Ph.D. in neuroscience, who approaches the supernatural 
from a scientific point of view.  
 
Wednesday, February 2 (10-11 p.m. ET/PT) – Episode: Medical Intuitive/Premonition 
from God 
The Miracle Detectives investigate a man who claims to have the ability to detect illness in 
another human's body just by using his intuition and a woman who claims God sent her a 
premonition of her impending death but was saved by the power of prayer. 
 
Wednesday, February 9 (10-11 p.m. ET/PT) – Episode: Past Life/Modern Day Mystic 
The Miracle Detectives investigate claims that a boy is the reincarnated soul of a WWII pilot 
and that a woman experienced stigmata -- the wounds of Christ. 
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“Mystery Diagnosis”  
Wednesdays (9-10 p.m. ET/PT) 
 
Each year, regular people in all walks of life find themselves experiencing real-life medical 
mysteries.  The ailments they suffer can go undiagnosed or even misdiagnosed for long 
periods of time.  While a doctor's help is crucial, it is the patient's true courage and 
determination for a cure and a quality of life that ultimately helps them navigate a world of 
medical uncertainties - and find the diagnosis they're desperately searching for.  Mystery 
Diagnosis features profound stories about everyday heroes who will help change the way we 
face medical mysteries.  In each episode, we meet two patients who have endured strange, 
and often terrifying symptoms that have defied the experts.  The stories are told through 
intimate interviews with the patients, their families, friends and physicians.  
 
Wednesday, February 2 (9-10 p.m. ET/PT) – Episode: A Family’s Desperate Search 
Since birth, Ricky is plagued by constant respiratory infections and a bizarre inability to grow. 
Noel is a healthy, active family man until mysterious spasms and debilitating back pain start 
taking over his life. 
 
“Oprah Presents Master Class”  
Sundays (8-9 p.m. ET/PT) 
 
They are the stories you’ve never heard from the people you thought you knew best.  Hand-
picked by Oprah Winfrey for their unique impact on the world, eight true modern masters 
step forward to share the greatest lessons they’ve learned along the way.  In an intimate 
setting, they share their successes, their failures, their triumphs, disappointments and 
heartbreaks.  Master Class offers an unprecedented first-person insight into the brilliant 
minds of the famous people we love, respect, and admire.  First season masters include Jay-
Z, Simon Cowell, Sidney Poitier, Dr. Maya Angelou, Diane Sawyer, Lorne Michaels, Dr. 
Condoleezza Rice and Oprah Winfrey.  
 
Sunday, February 13 (8-9 p.m. ET/PT) – Episode: Condoleezza Rice  
Dr. Condoleezza Rice reveals the woman behind the Washington power player in an intimate 
and surprising interview.  She reflects on her years in the Bush administration, 9/11 and the 
difficult decisions that gave her a front row seat to history. 
 
Sunday, February 20 (8-10 p.m. ET/PT) – Episode: Sidney Poitier (Special 2 hours) 
In part one of a two-part interview, living legend Sidney Poitier opens up about his incredible 
journey from life on a remote island in the Bahamas to the silver screen.  Poitier reveals the 
challenges he faced including prejudice and racism. 
 
In part two, Poitier expands on his legendary career as actor and director.  He reveals how a 
strong identity can give you the confidence to be true to your beliefs and recalls his rise to 
stardom, which changed the way America viewed race. 
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“Season 25: Oprah Behind The Scenes”  
Fridays (8-9 p.m. ET/PT) 
 
For the first and last time, "The Oprah Winfrey Show" opens its doors to invite viewers behind 
the scenes for the making of the farewell season. See what happens off-camera as the staff, 
guests and Oprah herself reveal a side the public has never seen of one of television's most 
popular and enduring series. Get an inside look at the passion, the pressure and the people 
that dedicate their lives to producing one of the most beloved shows in television history. 
 
Friday, February 4 (10-11 p.m. ET/PT) 
Oprah selects her "Ultimate Favorite Things" for her final season, and former LAPD detective 
Mark Fuhrman returns to the 'Oprah' show. 
 
Friday, February 11 (8-9 p.m. ET/PT) 
Oprah and her team reveal the secrets behind their last-ever episode of "Oprah's Favorite 
Things." 
 
Friday, February 18 (8-9 p.m. ET/PT) 
Oprah and her team welcome former President George W. Bush as he returns to the "Oprah" 
show for Season 25. 
 
“Your OWN Show: Oprah’s Search For The Next TV Star “ 
Fridays (9-10:30 p.m. ET/PT) 
 
Ten contestants with determination, passion and drive were plucked from obscurity from 
thousands of auditions to compete to get their own TV show on OWN: Oprah Winfrey 
Network.  Hosts Nancy O’Dell and Carson Kressley guide the hopefuls through intense 
challenges designed to see if they have what it takes to have their own show.  In each 
episode the contestants will be mentored by A-list hosts.  Dr. Phil, Suze Orman, Gayle King 
and more will make appearances on the series, bestow knowledge to the contestants and 
judge the episode.  Challenges will range from booking interviews and researching story 
ideas, to successfully completing a pilot presentation.  The winner will receive – their very 
own show!   
 
Friday, February 4 (9-10 p.m. ET/PT) – Episode: Do It With Style 
Nancy and Carson inform the teams that that they will be writing, directing and editing a 
commercial for Kohl’s.  Former MTV host and fashion designer Daisy Fuentes stops by to 
guide the contestants and take part in their segments. 
 
Friday, February 11 (9-10 p.m. ET/PT) – Episode: Dollars and Sense 
Nancy and Carson inform the teams that they will face one of their toughest challenges yet -- 
guest mentor and financial expert Suze Orman will assist them in producing a "Can I Afford 
It" finance segment. 
 
Friday, February 18 (9-10 p.m. ET/PT) – Episode: I Have Some Questions For You 
Nancy and Carson tell the final three contestants that their next challenge will be a press 
junket with major entertainment news outlets TV Guide and Entertainment Tonight.  Gayle 
King will be this week's guest mentor.  
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Friday, February 25 (9-10:30 p.m. ET/PT) – Season Finale  
In the 90-minute season finale, the winner of “Your OWN Show: Oprah’s Search For The 
Next TV Star,” is revealed.  This final week, Nancy and Carson give the two finalists the task 
of creating a pilot presentation that showcases their personalities.  Tune in to see which 
aspiring host emerges victoriously as Oprah Winfrey crowns the winner. 
 

SPECIALS 
 
“What Would You Do? OWN Edition” 
Acquired Series Premiere - Tuesday, February 15 at 8:00 p.m. ET/PT (60 
minutes) 
 
“What Would You Do? OWN Edition” uses hidden cameras and actors to see how people 
react when put in provocative situations.  The program takes real-life situations, some of 
them straight from the headlines, and records the everyday dilemmas that test character and 
values.  Will people be compelled to act or just mind their own business?  The OWN Edition 
will feature all-new man on the street segments with series host ABC News correspondent 
John Quiñones who reports on peoples' split-second, and often surprising, decision-making 
process.  
 
“Anxious” 
Thursday, February 10 at 8:00 p.m. ET/PT 
“Anxious” will follow real people battling severe anxiety disorders and their attempts to 
control their anxiety and take back their lives. 
 
“Enraged” 
Thursday, February 10 at 9:00 p.m. ET/PT 
“Enraged” follows the dramatic and compelling stories of two families close to the breaking 
point because of a loved one's explosive anger.  Can therapy help to heal a family that has 
lived in the shadow of rage and create a new family dynamic? 
 
“Born Schizophrenic” 
Thursday, February 10 at 10:00 p.m. ET/PT 
This hour tells the story of the Schofield Family, whose daughter January was diagnosed as 
schizophrenic at five-years old, making her one of only two children to ever receive that 
diagnosis.  
 

MOVIES 
 
OWN PRIMETIME MOVIES 
 
“Postcards from the Edge” 
Thursday, February 3 at 9:00 p.m. ET/PT 
 
“Coal Miner’s Daughter” 
Saturday, February 12 at 8:00 p.m. ET/PT 
 
“Boys on the Side” 
Thursday, February 24 at 9:00 p.m. ET/PT 
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“Elizabeth” 
Saturday, February 26 at 8:00 p.m. ET/PT 
 
MARATHONS 
 
“Ask Oprah’s All Stars” 
Sunday, February 13 
9:00 a.m. – 5 p.m. ET/PST 
All four episodes back-to-back 
 
Whoopi Goldberg  
Sunday, February 20 
1 p.m. – 7 p.m. ET/PST 
“Boys on the Side”  (1-3:30 p.m. ET/PST) 
“The Color Purple” (3:30-7 p.m. ET/PST) 
 
Red Carpet Ladies Weekend - films featuring Oscar-nominated and award 
winning leading ladies 
 
Saturday, February 26 
10 a.m. – 11 p.m. ET/PST 
“Alice Doesn't Live Here Anymore” - Ellen Burstyn - winner, Best Leading Actress (10-12:30 
p.m. ET/PST) 
“Postcards from the Edge” - Meryl Streep - nominated, Best Leading Actress (12:30-3 p.m. 
ET/PST) 
“Coal Miner's Daughter” - Sissy Spacek - winner, Best Leading Actress (3 p.m.-6 p.m. 
ET/PST) 
“The Accused” - Jodie Foster - winner, Best Leading Actress (6 p.m.-8 p.m. ET/PST) 
“Elizabeth” - Cate Blanchett - nominated, Best Leading Actress (8 p.m.-11 p.m. ET/PST) 
 
Sunday, February 27 
9 a.m. – 11 p.m. ET/PST 
“Private Benjamin” – Goldie Hawn – nominated, Best Leading Actress (9-11:30 a.m. ET/PST) 
“Agnes of God” - Anne Bancroft - nominated, Best Leading Actress (11:30-2 p.m. ET/PST) 
“Lorenzo's Oil” - Susan Sarandon - nominated, Best Leading Actress (2-5 p.m. ET/PST) 
“Children of a Lesser God” - Marlee Matlin - winner, Best Leading Actress (5-8 p.m. ET/PST) 
“Prince of Tides” - Barbra Streisand  - producer, Best Picture nominee, plus Kate Nelligan  - 
nominated, Best Supporting Actress (8-11 p.m. ET/PST) 
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OWN PUBLICITY CONTACTS: 
   
Janet Daily 
Janet_Daily-cw@own.tv, 323.602.5624 
Oprah Presents Master Class, Enough Already! with Peter Walsh, Miracle 
Detectives, Season 25: Oprah Behind The Scenes, Your OWN Show: Oprah’s 
Search for the Next TV Star  
 
Chelsea Hettrick 
Chelsea_Hettrick@own.tv, 323.602.5632 
Breaking Down The Bars, The Gayle King Show, Mystery Diagnosis  
 
Sonia Koo 
Sonia_Koo@own.tv, 323.602.5514 
In The Bedroom with Dr. Laura Berman, Our America with Lisa Ling, Searching 
For…, Your OWN Show: Oprah’s Search for the Next TV Star 
 
Domenic Morea 
Domenic_Morea@own.tv, 323.602.5516 
Anna & Kristina’s Grocery Bag, What Would You Do? OWN Edition 
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